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Abstract—This paper considers a multicloud radio access
network (M-CRAN), wherein each cloud serves a cluster of base-
stations (BS’s) which are connected to the clouds through high
capacity digital links. The network comprises several remote
users, where each user can be connected to one (and only one)
cloud. This paper studies the user-to-cloud-assignment problem
by maximizing a network-wide utility subject to practical cloud
connectivity constraints. The paper solves the problem by using
an auction-based iterative algorithm, which can be implemented
in a distributed fashion through a reasonable exchange of
information between the clouds. The paper further proposes
a centralized heuristic algorithm, with low computational com-
plexity. Simulations results show that the proposed algorithms
provide appreciable performance improvements as compared to
the conventional cloud-less assignment solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud radio access networks (CRAN) are expected to be the
core new network architecture in next generation mobile radio
systems [1]. To support the ever increasing demand for high-
speed data, base-stations are increasingly deployed in smaller
cell sizes with a progressive move towards full spectrum
reuse. By connecting the numerous base-stations via high-
speed links to centralized cloud computing processors, CRAN
provides an efficient cellular architecture that enables large-
scale interference management through coordinated and joint
signal processing. While the majority of recent works focus on
a single-cloud scenario and neglects intercloud interference,
this letter considers the more favorable practical multicloud
scenario and addresses the user-to-cloud assignment problem.
The model considered in this paper is a practical real-
ization of a CRAN system over a dense multicell network.
It consists of a radio access network comprising several
clouds, as opposed to the single-cloud scenario assumed
in the recent CRAN literature, e.g., see [1] and references
therein. A multicloud model is recently considered in [2];
however, the problem addressed in [2] is based on a pre-known
association of clouds and users. The user-to-cloud assignment
problem studied in this paper is also related to the base-station
association problem which is well studied in the literature
of wireless networks. However, the majority of the previous
works either focus on centralized solutions to the problem [3],
or derive distributed solutions for specific utilities, e.g. log-
rate maximization [4]. Most importantly, the methods in the
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) base-station scenario
are unsatisfactory in the distributed antenna infrastructure
supported in CRANs, as the base-stations connected to one
CRAN are not co-located, and so the channel cannot be simply
averaged over different paths as in [4].
This paper formulates an optimization problem that max-
imizes a generic network-wide utility function subject to
network connectivity constraints where each user cannot be
connected to more than one cloud at a time, and each
cloud operates according to a resource budget constraint, e.g.,
the number of users each cloud serves cannot exceed the
number of base-sations’ antennas connected to the cloud, so
as to preserve high system multiplexing gain. The problem
is formulated as a generalized assignment problem (GAP),
which is an NP-hard problem. The majority of the available
solutions in the literature of GAP, both in computer science
and operational research, are centralized in nature, e.g. [5].
The main contribution of this paper is that it solves the
multicloud association problem using an iterative auction
approach, first proposed in [6], utilizing a knapsack-subroutine
[7]. The proposed method can be implemented in a distributed
fashion across the multicloud network, and only requires
a reasonable amount of information exchange between the
clouds. The paper further proposes a centralized heuristic
algorithm with low computational complexity. Simulations
results show that the proposed algorithms provide appreciable
performance improvements as compared to the conventional
cloud-less assignment solutions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System Model
Consider the downlink of a multicloud radio access network,
composed of C clouds each serving B basestations, over a
network comprising U users. The base-stations are assumed
to be connected to the clouds via high-capacity digital links.
We further assume that base-stations and users are equipped
with single antennas.
Let C = {1, · · · , C} denote the set of clouds, and U =
{1, · · · , U} be the set of users. Each user u ∈ U can be
assigned to one and only one cloud c ∈ C. Furthermore, every
cloud c ∈ C has its own resource budget constraint, e.g., the
constraint on the number of users that it can be connected to.
Let hcbu ∈ C be the channel from the bth BS of the
cth cloud to the uth user, and let hcu ∈ CB×1 be the
channel vector from the cth cloud to the uth user, i.e.,
hcu = [hc1u, · · · , hcBu]T . Define wcu ∈ CB×1 be the transmit
beamformer over cloud c’s BS’s for user u, which is fixed
throughout this paper.
B. Problem Formulation
Let rcu be the generic reward of associating user u to cloud
c, and Acu be the binary association variable which is equal
to 1 if user u is associated to cloud c, and zero otherwise. We
focus on solving the generalized cloud-association problem,
where each user can be connected to one cloud at most, and
where every cloud has it own resource connectivity constraint.
The paper considers the following network-wide optimization
problem:
max
∑
c,u
rcuAcu (1)
s.t.
∑
c∈C
Acu ≤ 1, ∀u ∈ U
∑
u∈U
αcuAcu ≤ Kc, ∀c ∈ C
Acu ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(c, u) ∈ C × U ,
where the optimization is over the binary variable Acu,
and where the constraint
∑
u∈U αcuAcu ≤ Kc denotes the
resource connectivity constraint of cloud c. For example,
αcu = 1 and Kc = B physically mean that cloud c spatially
multiplexes B users at most, since the cluster of base-stations
served by cloud c behaves as one distributed antenna system
of B antennas.
This paper focuses on solving problem (1) by assuming
that, at this stage, once a user is associated with a cloud, it
is served by all base-stations of that cloud at a fixed power
transmission. In a nutshell, all beamforming vectors wcu are
fixed throughout this paper. More precisely, each beamforming
vector wcu is set to the ones-vector scaled by some fixed power
value Pc, ∀ c ∈ C. The insight for such assumption is that, in
the downlink, calculating the benefit of associating user u to
cloud c becomes independent of the association of other users
across the network. Finding the index and power value of base-
stations serving each user within each cloud is an extra stage
which eventually corrects for the appropriate beamforming
vectors, e.g., [4]. But the second stage falls outside the scope
of this paper.
III. USER-TO-CLOUD ASSOCIATION
This section proposes a distributed algorithm to solve the
cloud-association problem (1). It is based on the iterative
auction-based approach presented in [6]. The algorithm called
distributed cloud-association algorithm (DCAA) can be im-
plemented in a distributed fashion across the network. The
paper further presents a centralized heuristic algorithm with
low computational complexity.
A. Distributed Cloud-Association Algorithm (DCAA)
The main idea in DCAA is that each cloud c bids for users
which maximize cloud c’s net benefit, taking into consideration
the penalty-tag λu, which can be seen as the price of being
associated with a certain user u. The net benefit of cloud c
if it is assigned to user u becomes picu = rcu − λu. Each
cloud c strives to be assigned to users that maximize its overall
net benefit:
∑
u picuAcu. The algorithm iteratively proceeds in
updating the assignment of each cloud, in view of the other
clouds’ assignment.
1) DCAA Description: At each iteration t, let λu(t− 1) be
the starting price that has to be paid for a cloud to be assigned
to user u. The net benefit from assigning cloud c to user u
becomes picu(t− 1) = rcu−λu(t− 1). Cloud c, then, bids for
users which maximize its overall net benefit. In other terms, at
iteration t, cloud c solves the following optimization problem:
max
∑
u
picu(t− 1)Acu (2)
s.t.
∑
u∈U
αcuAcu ≤ Kc
Acu ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u ∈ U ,
where the maximization is over the binary variable Acu. Prob-
lem (2) is a knapsack problem, which is an NP-hard problem.
There exists, however, a fully polynomial time approximation
scheme which finds the optimal approximate solution of (2)
to any specified degree and outputs the set of users Uc(t); see
[7] and references therein.
After solving (2), cloud c bids for the set of users in Uc(t)
and updates their prices as λu(t) = rcu. Since Uc(t) solves
the maximization problem (2), we have: ∀u ∈ Uc(t), rcu −
λu(t− 1) > 0. Setting λu(t) = rcu, therefore, guarantees the
increase of the price of user u, i.e. λu(t) > λu(t − 1). Such
increase in the price of user u makes user u less favorable
to clouds c′, ∀c′ 6= c in the next iteration (t + 1). Note that
after running the algorithm for all clouds, if user u remains
among the set of users associated with cloud c, the price of
user u is reset to zero before solving problem (2) for cloud c,
so that the net benefit of associating user u to cloud c is at its
maximum rcu, after user u shows a mutual interest in cloud
c.
At iteration t, without loss of generality, consider cloud c =
mod (t− 1, C)+ 1, where mod (., .) represents the modulo
operator which simply allows to iterate over all clouds in a
sequential manner as the iterations index increases. Let βcu(t)
denote the bids of cloud c to users u ∈ Uc(t). The algorithm
described above, called DCAA, can be summarized as follows:
1) Set the iteration index t = 1, and the initial set of users’s
prices λu(0) = 0, ∀u ∈ U .
2) At each iteration t, consider cloud c = mod (t −
1, C) + 1.
3) If t ≤ C, go to step 5.
4) If t > C, ∀u ∈ Uc(t−C), reset the prices of users that
are still associated with cloud c, i.e., if there exist some
users u ∈ Uc(t−C) such that λu(t− 1) = βcu(t−C),
then set their prices λu(t− 1) to zero.
5) Calculate the net benefits picu(t− 1) = rcu− λu(t− 1),
and solve the knapsack problem of cloud c, i.e. problem
(2), which determines the updated set of users associated
with cloud c, denoted by Uc(t):
a) ∀u ∈ Uc(t), update the bids of cloud c to users u
as βcu(t) = rcu, and the prices of users u ∈ Uc(t)
to λu(t) = βcu(t).
b) ∀u /∈ Uc(t), keep the prices unchanged, i.e.,
λu(t) = λu(t− 1).
6) Set t = t+ 1; go to step 2; and stop at convergence.
Theorem 1. The iterative auction-based algorithm DCAA is
guaranteed to converge in a finite number of iterations with
an approximation ratio (1 + γ), where γ ∈ [1,+∞) is the
approximation ratio of the subroutine knapsack algorithm used
in step 5 above. In other terms, the solution reached by DCAA,
denoted fDCAA, is (1 + γ) away from the global optimal
solution f∗: (1 + γ)fDCAA ≥ f∗.
Steps for the proof of theorem 1 are omitted in this paper
as they mirror theorem 1 and theorem 2 of [6].
2) Distributed Implementation: To implement DCAA at
iteration t, cloud c = mod (t − 1, C) + 1 utilizes the set
of prices λu(t− 1), the set of benefits rcu, the set of weights
wcu, the set of users Uc(t − C) associated with cloud c at
iteration (t − C), and the set of bids βcu(t − C) of cloud c
for users u ∈ Uc(t− C).
rcu, wcu, Uc(t−C), and βcu(t−C) are all available at cloud
c. The set of prices λu(t− 1) set during iteration t− 1 is the
output of cloud c′ operation, where c′ = mod (t−2, C)+1.
A distributed implementation of DCAA is, therefore, possible
by a reasonable and simple exchange of users’ prices from
cloud c′ to cloud c.
B. Centralized Heuristic Cloud-Association Algorithm
(CHCAA)
DCAA solves the cloud-association problem (1) using the
knapsack routine which is NP-hard in general. This section
presents an alternative low complexity, yet centralized, heuris-
tic to solve (1). The method, denoted by centralized heuristic
cloud-association algorithm (CHCAA), associates users to
clouds based on the individual utilities rcu. Let R be the C×U
matrix whose entries are the potential individual utilities rcu,
i.e., the (c, u)th entry of the matrix R is Rc,u = rcu.
At each step, find the largest entry of the matrix R, call it
Rcmax,umax . User umax then maps to cloud cmax, as long
as the resource constraint of cloud cmax is still satisfied.
Once user umax gets associated with a certain cloud, delete
the column of R containing Rcmax,umax , so that user umax
cannot be connected to other clouds in subsequent steps.
Repeat the above procedure and stop when all users are
associated with one cloud each, or when all clouds’ resource
constraints are violated with the addition of one more user.
As the simulations results suggest, DCAA and CHCAA show
a similar performance, and they both outperform conventional
systems using the classical cloud-less assignment solutions.
IV. SIMULATIONS
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed
methods in a 7-cell CRAN network, which comprises C = 7
clouds, B = 3 base-stations per cloud, and several users
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Fig. 1. Sum-rate in bps/Hz for a different number of realizations over a
network comprising 7 clouds and 3 base-stations per cloud. Total number of
users is 28 users, and the intercell distance is 0.5 km.
distributed across the network. The clouds are located at the
center of each cell, and the distance between adjacent clouds
is varied in the simulations. The simulations consider the sum-
rate maximization problem, i.e. rcu = log2(1+SINRcu) where
SINRcu is the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio of user u
when associated with cloud c. Further, For illustration, we
choose αcu = 1 and Kc = B ∀(c, u), so as to impose the
constraint that each cloud can multiplex B users at most.
Fig. 1 illustrates the sum-rate performance of the proposed
cloud-association algorithms in bps/Hz for different channel
realizations, for a network comprising 28 users where the
intercell distance is set to 0.5 km. The figure shows that both
the distributed cloud-association algorithm (DCAA) and the
centralized heuristic cloud-association algorithm (CHCAA)
have a similar performance. The difference between the two is
that CHCAA has a low computational complexity as compared
to DCAA which is an iterative algorithm involving a knapsack
solution at each iteration. DCAA, on the other hand, can
be implemented in a distributed fashion across the different
clouds. Fig. 1, further, shows how both DCAA and CHCAA
outperform the cloud-less base-station association solution for
all realizations of the channel, which highlights the importance
of using clouds for associating users in CRAN networks.
To illustrate the gain of the cloud-association algorithms
as a function of the number of users, Fig. 2 shows the
percentage gain in sum-rate for DCAA as compared to the
cloud-less base-station association, for a network of 0.5 km
intercell distance. As shown in the figure, when the number of
users increases, the performance gain due to cloud association
increases and reaches up to 60% improvement when the
average number of users per cell is 4 (i.e. total number of
users is 28). Such increase in gain is due to the fact that for
a larger number of users, interference becomes higher, and
so the role of cloud-association as an interference mitigation
technique becomes more pronounced.
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Fig. 2. Percentage gain in sum-rate of the proposed algorithm as compared
to base-station association in the absence of clouds for different number of
users. The network comprises 7 clouds and 3 base-stations per cloud. The
intercell distance is 0.5 km.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Optimization in cloud-radio access networks is a topic of
significant interest for emerging wireless networks. The paper
utilizes an auction-based iterative algorithm to solve the cloud-
association problem. The algorithm can be implemented in
a distributed fashion across the multiple clouds using using
a reasonable amount of information exchange between the
clouds. The paper further proposes a centralized heuristic
algorithm with low computational complexity.
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